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constructions in Swedish and English

Helen Goodluck

This paper concerns mainly the constituent analysis for particle
verb constructions. fn sections A-D, a complex verb analysis for
particle verb constructions in Swedish is proposed, and particle
constructions are distínguished from prepositional constructions
with the same stress pattern. In section E, a comp.l-ex verb ana-
lysis for particle constructions in English is defended against
arguments by Kayne 1985 against such an analysis. A difference
in the distribution of double object constructions i-n the two
lanquages can be made to follow from the existence of a particle
movement rule in English.

A. THREE SWEDÏSH SENTENCE TYPES

It is \"¡idely accepted that the 'particle' in particle verb con-
structlons in Engilish and Shredish should be analyzed as a member

of the category preposition, or possibly adverb j-n some instances
(Emonds 1972¡ Elerlned 1979, n.d.). rn qthat follows we will use
the term'prepositionr to refer to a preposition that is head of
a PP and the term 'particle' for a prepositíon that is part of
a complex verb constructíon. The follo\,¡ing three sentence types
will be dístinguished in Swedish:

i. Particle verb constructions, where the meaning of the
verb plus particle is non-compositionaf in many cases and where

there is compound stress (destressing to the left), resulting in
prÍmary stress on the particle,l

1. Flickan tðg áv plåstret (-= stress degree n
'the girl took off the bandaidr v= stress degree <n)

ii. Prepositional constructions that have a stress pattern
similar or identical to that of the particle constructions and a

fairly predictable semantic interpretation. In

2. Katten hðppade bákom elefanten
'the cat jumped behind the elephant'

the object NP is interpreted as the location towards which the
cat jumps (i.e. the interpretation isrjump to behind').
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iii. Prepositional- constructions vrithout stress on the pre-
posítion, where the object of the preposition is interpreted as
the .location at which the action takes place. The sentence

3. Katten hóppade båkom elefanten

is interpreted to mean that the cat jumped up and down behind
1

the elephant . -

B. SYNTAX

The operation of gapping provides evidence that sentences such
as (2) are to be grouped with sentences such as (3), rather than
sentences such as (1), despite the shared stress pattern of (1.)

and (2). The paradigms for gapping of the verb vs. verb plus
particle/preposition for sentences of the types (L), (2) and (3)
are given in (4), (5) and (6), respectivel-y. As the judgements
there show, the P must gap vùith the verb in sentences of type
(1) anA may not gap with the verb in sentence types (2) or (3).

4.a

b
c

5.a

b
c

Per tog av sin hatt och Kalle tog av sin halsduk
'P. took off his hat and K. took off his scarf'
Per tog av sin hatt och Kalle Ø Ø sin halsduk^*Per to! av sin hatt och Kal-Ìe Ø av sin hatsduk3

Katten hõppade bákom elefanten och hunden hóppaderThe cat jumped behind the el-ephant and the
behind*Katten höppade bákom elefanten och hunden ø

?Katten hóppade bákom elefanten och hunden ø

bákom kon
dog jumped
the cowl
ø kon

bákom kon

6.a
b

Katten h6ppade bãkom elefanten och hunden tr6ppade bäkom kon*Katten hóppade bákom efefanten och hurrden ø ø kon
Katten hóppade bákom êJ.efanten och hunden Ø bål<om kon

Some, but not all- speakers, accept gapped sentences of type (2)
where the werb only is removed in the second sentence and the
preposition is stressed (and assign the object in the gapped sen-
tence the towards-location interpretation); the question maik on

(5c) is returned to below.

From the gapping test it can be inferred that the P in sentences
of type (2) is head of a PP, as it ís in (3). Less can be said
about the exact constitutent structure of (1).

ln Sti-llings' (1975) anal.ysis based on Eng1ish, gapping is con-
strained to de.l-ete a sequence of one or more identical verbs in
the second conjunct, requiring also that the material- to the
right of the gap site(s) be a síng1e constitutent. On this ana-
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lysis, we can infer both that the P--NP sequence to the right of
the gap site in (5c) and (6c) is a PP (single constituent) and

that the V--P sequence that is gapped in ( 4b ) is a complex verb

[,rtog[av]1, since only members of the category verb gap in
Stillings' analysis. (The relevance of gapping to complex verb
status on Stj-Ilings' analysis is pointed out by Selkirk 1982.

p.28). Hov¡ever, the facts are noL more than consistent with a

complex verb structure. Still-ings herself must adm.it cases of

'reanalysísr, where, for example, an NP is reanalyzed as part of
the V (to a.l-low'John writes poems in the bathroom and Sue

'itlÉé# þóéúé in the garden'. where the materia.I struck through
is the sequence to be gapped; paralleÌ e:<ampÌes exist in Swedish)-

Moreover, the facts in (4-6) could al-I be accounted for by a

tighter restriction on the materiaf to the right cf the gap

site. to the effect that lt is not only a constitutent, but an

immediate constituent of a projection of V (cf. Neijt 1979, Cht 3);
that wilf exclude deletingthe head of a PP (5bl6b) and will
permít a direct object to be left (4b), without any inference
about the syntax of the materiaÌ that is deleted'4

We have then three logical possibilities for the syntax of the
V--P--N sequence in (1): a complex verb structre, a hierarchi-
cal structure where P is attached to a phrasaf projectíon of V

at a .Lower leve.l than the object, and a flat structure ana.Iysis,
VP VP

P

NP l\
VPNPNP P

Ejerhed (t979,n.d.) opts for the third. flat structure. anaf-
sis, as opposed to a complex V analysis, on the ground that a

complex V anatysis assumes ru.les that íncorÌ:ectfy predict recur-
sion of the internat V, ivith comp.l-exes of P on the right; such

5
particle constructions do not occur." She notes a-Lso that
this potential problem would not arise if some other symbol than

plain V wereexpanded by the rule for forming the complex verb'
Recent studies of morphology suggest that such a restriction may

be accommodated within general constraints on word-formation.
Thus, folfowing Selkirk's (1"982) appfication of X-bar theory to
word-structure, \¡te can propose that verb particle constructions
are the result of a rule where the category V at bar level 0 (the

Ievel IVORD) is expanded to V at feve.l -1 (the ]-evef STEM) and P

at 0. The structure for the verb phrase is ( f ) wiff thus more

precísely be,
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and the possibility of recursion will be excluded. This analysis
is consistent with Selkirk's general constraint on word struc-
ture rul,es (p. 8) that a word category can only be rewritten with
categories at the same or lower bar leve], but is at odds with
Selkirk¡s (tentative) analysis of verb-particle constructions as
compounds, which on her theory must be composed of categories
that bear the same bar 1evel specification as the dominating
category (see pp. 47-52r. However, the analysis does away lrith
the recursion problem (a problem that Sel_kirk fails to note for
her treatment of English verb particl-e constructions as com-
pounds) i moreover, the removal of particle verb constructions
from the inventory of compound types eliminates the one counter-
example in Selkirk's analysis to the generalization that English
compounds are rÍght-headed.

It is difficult to find any clear cut ground for choosing between
the two hierarchical- versions of the structure for particle con-
stiuctions (complex verb and phrasal projection of V). On the
side of the complex verb analysi-s (and against both the hier-
archical and flat structure phrasal analysis), the complex verb
structure is consistent with a theory of X-bar word and phrase
syntax where all complement positions at the phrasal level are
maxlmal projections, with the expectation that they will show
the full range of complementation for the category type (i.e. Ít
eliminates the need for a constraint to ensure only intransitive
prepositions occur betv¿een the V and object, a probtem Selkirk
1p. 28) notes for the flat structure analysís of particle verbs
in English). A potential problem for the complex V analysis in
Swedish is that the particle does not move with the verb (e.g. in
subject-verb inversion, 'Tog fl-ickan av plåstret?t. *rTog av flick-
an p1åst,ret?') , this can be handled at least mechanically in the
X-bar analysis above Lry requiring rules that move V to affect Vmin
(or the finite verb, leaving aside any problems v/ith feature per-
cofation). In Section E assuming some kínd of hierarchical analy-
sis in the base for both Swedish and English will contribute to

V

vo/

v-1 Þo
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an account of a difference in distribution of double object con-
structions in the two languages. We will simply adopt the com-
plex V anal-ysis as a working hypothesis.

It might be argued that a flat structure analysís is needed, and
is the correct analysis for sentences of type (2). That analysis
would account for the fact that some speakers reject sentences
such as (5c), on the assumption that the materiaf to the right
of the gap site must be a constituent. Additionally, when the
preposition and object are preposed to initial position, the in-
terpretation given to the object is almost invariably that of
'in location' (the reading corresponding to (3)), with stress on

the preposition in the preposed phrase being rejected or inter-
preted as contrastive stress of some type.

1. Bakom elefanten hoppade katten.

The absence of preposition stressing and the towards-location
reading would fol-low on the fJ-at analysis, given the standard
assumption that only constituents can be preposed.

However, I do not think a flat structure analysis is necessary
for sentences of type (2). with respect to gapping, the rejec-
tion by some speakers of sentences such as (5c) may reflect an

additional constralnt in their dialects, that requires the eli-
minated materials to be a complete semantic unit. Such a con-
straint cannot be met in (5c) consistent with the syntactic con-
di-tions on gapping (whichever version of the conditions sketched
above is adopted).

vlith respect to the interpretation of preposed PPs, it is worth
noting that constituenthood is not a necessary condition for uni-
fícations by stress, which is the cue for the toward location
reading for sentences such as (2),6 errt linear continguity may

be. A simple solution to the absence of the'toward focaticn'
reading for sentences such as (7) would be that the prosodic pat-
tern of stress on the preposition is assigned at level rafter
preposingt. Ho\^rever, given the evidence that the results of such
stressing operations are frequently preserved in the outputs of
reordering (see Rischel 1983 and references therein), something
more sophisticated (or at least different) will need to be said
about why the towards location reading is absent for (7) for most
speakers. One possibility is that the stylistic function of pre-
oosinq cives nriori tw to a contråsfive internrêl-ãfion ôf stress
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on the preposition, and thus indirectty promotes the in-location
reading. 7

C. SEMÃNTICS

Ejerhed (n.d. ) describes several regularities characterizing the
meaning of verb particle constructions that do not have lexical-
ized (completely non-compositionat) meaning. The particle may
perfectivize and may transitivize the verb to which it is added;
it may also imperfectj.vize and intransitivize and it may add
various completative nuances of meaning. The following are among
the examples given j-n her paper (p. ZI-22) ,

b Transitj-vization and perfectivization
Hon satt 'she ¡n¡as sittingr
Hon satt av föreläsningen 'she sat through the lecture'

8.a Perfectivization
Vattnet rann
Vattnet rann ut

fntran s itivi zat ion
Han såg matchen
Han såg på

d Completive meanings
Han åt kakan
Han åt upp kakan
Huset brann
Huset brann upp
Han sköt två soldater

I the water was running'
'the water ran off'

'he saw the fight'
'he watched'

'he ate the cake'
'he finished the cake'
tthe house was on fire,
'the house burned downt

'he shot two soldi-ers
(accidentally or intentionally)
'he hit and kifled two soldiers'Han sköt ned två soldater

we can add the observation that where the meaning of the particle
remains fairly transparent, the j-nterpretation is frequently
causatj-ve or resultative. Thus in 'Jan tog på hatten' (Jan put on
the hat), the hat is on as a resul-t of the action.
The alternation in meaning between the prepositional examples in
(2) and (3) Ís different from any of these functions, and can be
expressed in terms of a. change in the thematÍc role assigned to
the object NP. Following cruber (19761 and others, we can desig-
nate the rol-e of the oLrject in the tob/ards location interpreta-
tion in (2) as GOAL and the rol_e of the object in the in-location
interpretation of (3) as LocATroN. we assume that individual pre-
positions that permit the stress alternation are lexically speci-
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fied for either a GoAL or LoC object (cf. the English preposi-
tional equivalents' such as the gloss for (2), which are ambigu-

ous between the two readings); preposítion stressing in Swedish

must then be associated for this construction with a semanti-c

rule that selects GoAL as the thematic role of the object. In-
tuitively, this association of goal (rather than LoC) with the
stressed prepositíon is non-arbiLra:ry, in that the stress uni-
fies the verb and the prepositj-on, and LOC is not (canonically)
assigned to non-prepositional arguments in Swedish; but since I
have argued in section B that the object remains syntactically
a prepositional object in sentences such as (2), such a general-
ization cannot be cashed out at the level of surface syntax.

D- SUMMARY: COMPOUNDING VS. MODIFTCATION IN V'IORD STRUCTURE

On the analysis given above, Swedish V--P--NP sequences conform

to current (X-bar) conceptions of word structure and phrase

structure. At the word leveI, words are composed of categories
at the same or lower bar-level than the category of the word it-
self (Vo - V-l po). At the phrasal level complements are maximal

projections (vt>o - .. . P*t*) . unification by stress is not a

sufficient condition for inferring particle verb syntax.

There are other facts concerning partícle constructions to be

examined ín the context of the type of word-syntax used here,
which may throw líght on the relation bet\^reen the structure of
words and their semantic interpretation. For example, there is
an alternation in some cases bethteen a verb \,/ith particl-e in
final vs. initial position. The initial position variant wí11

tend to be less colloquial or to have a more abstract meaning.

Thus Ejerhed (p. 23) gives the following examples:

transportera ut = uttransportera
Itransport outri synonymous' transporera ut more colloquial

bryta av I avbryta
rbreak off' 'interruPt'

Tf we adopt the analysis above for verb plus particle sequences

and a compound analysis for particle plus verb (the latter along
the lines of Selkirk's analysis of English P--V verbs), the con-

trast rtrill be one of difference vs. sameness of bar levels of
the constituents of the verb,
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Intuitively, this difference in syntax can be made to fit with
the concrete-abstract contrast in meaning in the following way.
In the V--P construction the p i_s a modifier of the head where-
as in the P--v construction it is a subconstituent of equal rank
as the head (where headedness is determined by shared category
features and modifier defined as a constituent of the word with
bar leveÌ distinct from the head). Modifiers may be expected to
add to the meaning of the head, but not to change íts basic mean-
ing; by contrast, t.he meaning of compounds may be determined by
rufes in which each constituent of the compound contributes to
the basic meaning, with the possibility of a shift away from a
concrete meaning of the verbal_ head.

E. KAYNEIS ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMPLEX V IN ENGLISH

The observations made above r,rith respect to the syntax and in-
terpretation of Swedish particle constructions largely apply to
English particle constructions also. English partlcle construc-
tions show the same pattern of gapping,

Sue took off the bandaid and Fred took off the cast
Sue took off the bandaid and Fred ø ø the cast

and simil-ar semantic patterns in both preverbal and post verbal
position. English differs from Swedish in permitting particles
to follow as well as precede the direct object,
10.a Fred took off the cast

b Fred took the cast off

and in permitting double object particle sentences with a
predicative or dative interpretatj-on, as in (11) and (121 re_
spect ive1y,

1 1. John made Bill out a liar
12. John handed BiIf down the tools.S
Both the alternation between sentence pairs such as (10a, b) and
the derivation of double Np particle sentences are dealt wi_th by
Kayne (1985), who analyses particle constructions in English as
instances of small_ clause constructio¡s, within a Government-
Binding framework. Here I will outl-ine Xaynels analysis and
eval-uate the arguments he makes against a complex verb analysis.
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In Kaynets analysis, the D-structure for parti.cle constructions
has the particle in final position, as head of a smaLl clause,
of which the post-verbal NP is subject. Thus the D-structure
of the VP for both 10a and 10b will be 13,

13. v
-"- -\-

vsc| ./\l./\
took NP p

_.,---__ I

the cast off (SC = smalI clause)

The S-structure for 10a will be derived by rightwards movement
of NP, to yield 14,

14. V

-.r- 
----

vscI ./-\
took SC

NP. Pl'le off

NP./{

-

the casÈ

15.a
b
c

Kayne's analysis covers predicative and dative double Np con-
structions, in a manner that accounts for the fact that for many

speakers the middle position is the only acceptable position for
the particle (for all speakers it is the preferred position, cf.
Emonds I972, for discussion with respect to datives),

John made Bill out a liar (=11)
*?John made out Bill a liar
*John made Bill a liar out

a John handed BiIl down the tools
b *?John handed down Bill the tools
c *John handed BilI the tòols dohrn

(=I2)

In Kayne's analysj-s, both constructions involve a D-structure
with a double small clause, as shown in the structures in (17)

and (I8) . The S-structure order is derived by movement of
NP, as in the case of (IOb),

16
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17-

18.

v

NP

:
V

make SC

sc

,/\
SC NP.

/\Å

sc v
I

V

I

P make

"1.

P

I

John

NPAa l-iar I
NP

I
John

\
V

sc P a liar

i out
\l

NP

I
e

V

V
I

handed

v
I

sc
,,, \SC NPhanded

/\ /------
P NP the toolsrl
e John

i\
scP/\ IPP NP. down/^\ It

NPe

the toolsNP downPP

P
I

e John

(Pe = empty preposition, source of theta-rol_e for both Nps in
Kayne's analysis)

Under Kaynets analysis, rightwards movement of the Np, as shor4rn
ín (17) and (18), is necessary Íf the s-structures are to be such
that case can be assigned to the Nps (the movement ensures that no
more than one maximal projection contai-ning lexicar material inter-
venes bet\^reen the verb and each Np, alrowing case to be assigned
in a way not possible in the unmoved structurei see Kayne I9g5,
sections 3.3 and 4.1 for details). In this manner, Kayne accounts
for the fact that only the (a) version of (15) and (16) is grammat-
ical for most speakers.

Kayne gíves six points against a complex V analysis for particle
verb constructions with the particle in post-verbal posJ-tion; he
argues that the facts that present potential problems for a com-
plex verb analysis will forlow from the alternative small-crause
and NP movement analysis sketched above.
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Kayne's arguments against a complex verb analysis are as follows:

111 A complex verb analysis does not explain why inflec-
tional morphemes cannot occur on the complex word.,9

19. *ilohn look up-ed the information 728

This will follow on Kaynets anaJ-ysis, since the verb and par-
ticle are not a unit of category verb.

Í21 A complex verb analysis does not account for why com-
plex verbs cannot be followed by a pronominal object; thus (20)

is ungrammatical on the reading where it is taken as a direct
object of look up, rather than as the object of the preposition
!P,
20. *John looked up it. I2g

In Kayners analysis, (20) would be derived by rightwards move-

ment of the pronoun from within a small clause headed by gg;
Kayne argues that the ungrammaticality of (20) is a reflex of a
general filter on the output of rightwards movement, which re-
quires that the moved NP be "heavier" than material it moves

over (see Kayne, p. 1271 r particles will have a weighting higher
than pronouns, and (20) will thus violate this filter.

t3] A complex verb analysis, Kayne argues, does not account
for the fact that for a majority of speakers complex verbs have
to be excluded from predicative sma1l clause constructions or
dative constructions, such as (15b) and (16b). Under the complex
verb analysis and normal assumptions about subcategorization, we

would on the face of it expec! such constructions to be possible.
As noted above, ih" ,rtrg..**aticality of such sentences, and the
mandatory niddle position for the particle 115/16a1 follow on

Kayners analysis from conditions on the assignment of case.

t4l Similarly, Kayne argues that complex verbs would have
to be excluded form cooccurring with infinitives having idioma-
tic subjects or there as subject. vlhile the sentences in (21)

are grammatical, those in (221 are ungrammatical,

21.a (?)They are trying to make out John to be a liar 59
b They are trying to make John out to be a l-iar 60

22.a *They are trying to make out advantage to have been taken
of them 66

b *They are trying to make advantage out to have been taken
of them 67
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c *They are trying to make out there to be no solution to
this problen 68d *They are trying to make lhere out to be no solution to
this problem 69

Kayners analysis for (21-22) is as follows. Sentences such as
those in (21a) will be deríved by rightwards movement of the
sentential, subject of the small clause headed by oulL, followed
by movement of the infinitival VP. with insertion of a subject
that is effectively a PRO, creatlng a control structure. The
S-structure of a sentence such as (21a) will thus be,

\
23 V

/, ______

V Þut/
rnake SC

SC

j'""i

S.
ÄL

NP VP

"J* L

NP

I
=

VP

to be a liar
J PRO

Sentences such as (21b) can be derived erith movement of the in-
finitival VP only. The sentences in (22) will be ruled out by
a general prohibition on itliom chunks and there as controllers
(cf. from Kayne, p. 115, *rThere h¡e.re reptiles before being
mammals'i *rAdvantage \^ras taken of John's inattention before
being taken of hÍs stupidityr)

t5l Kayners fifth argument concerns wh-movement. With plain
(non-particle) verbs, the second object in a double Np construct-
ion can be questioned,

24.a We handed John the too1s.
b Which tool-s should we hand John first? 133

Kayne observes that even for speakers who accept sentences such
as (16b) (=25a1 , (25b) is ungrammatical, in contrast to (24bJ ,

25.a We handed do\^rn John the tools
b *Which tools should we hand down John first? 134

Kayne's argument is that if (24a) and (25a) have essentially the
same structure, as the complex verb analysis claims, there should
be no contrast bet\^reen (24b) anil (25b). on Kayne's analysis, the
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unqraÍunaticality of (25b) follows from movement of the wh-phrase
from its derived structure position, adjoined to the small cl-ause
projection of downr (cf. the structure in (18) above). That
position is an Ã position, rrhich may not be a variable site,

t61 Kayne's final- argument concerns the intensifier right,
which can occur before P in particle constructions, but not
before P in compounds,

26. ?John l-ooked right up the information 135

27. *John right upended the rocking chair 136

The argument is that the distinction is to be expected if Lfg¡!
cannot modify constituents of complex words, and V--P sequences
are not complex verbs.

The following al-ternatives to Kayne's points can be proposed,
under a complex verb analysis of particle constructions.l0

Kayne's point [1] loses some of its force if we adopt the modi-
ficational- structure for verb particle constructions sketched
above (section D), where the head V is at a bar 1eve1 lower than
that of the particle that modlfies it. Inffectional endings will
be placed on the head of the word (V-1 for particle verbs), ex-
cluding look up-ed. The right argument (point [6] ) might be

handled in a similar manner. The correct distribution for right
could be obtained if right is a specifier to vrords at category
level n, and particles in particle verb constructions are at the
requisite level and prepositions,/particles in compounds are be-
1ow it. However, this would require some change in the proposal
above that particles in particle verb constructions and com-
pounds are both constituents at level 0 (word), with a concomi-
tant change in the assumption that constituents of words are
alv¡ays at bar level 0 or lower (if P level 1 is admitted into
particle constructions) .11

Kayne's argument [2], concerning the ungrammaticality of 'John
looked up itr, loses force in vie\4r of sentences such as (28),

28. *John gave Bill it.

tn Kayne's analysis of datives (cf. the structures for (16a)

above and Kayne 1984, Chts 7 and 9), it should be possible to
base-generate such sentences, and their ungrammaticality cannot
beattributed to a "weight" filter on the output of rightwards
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movement. Exampl-es such as (28) suggest that the fil-ter may ap-
ply more generally to block a pronoun object occurring to
the right of a heavier constituent in a manner that potentially
will cover both (28) and (22), with a complex verb analysis for
the Ìatter.

Kayners third argument is that there j-s an absence of construct-
ions such as (15b) and (16b) ('John mad.e out Bill a liar'i
rJohn handed down Bill the tools'), contrary to expectations
under a complex verb analysis and normal assumptions about sub-
categorization, In response to this argument, we can propose a

different analysis, which will both permit particle verb
structure and require the particle to fol-low the first object in
such constructions. We will assume the base structure to be one
in which at least the first NP is sister to Vo. We will take the
datíve case as the paradigm case, since there the meaníng of the
particle verb is maximally compositional, and make the following
assumptions. fn the internal, structure of complex verbs, each
constituent can separately specify the thematic role of an argu-
ment. For hand down, hand will specify THEME and down will
specify GOAL, The fol-lowing condition will apply: if an argu-
ment is syntactically realized, it must be c-commanded in S-
structure by the eLement that determines its thematic ¡ole.f2
If the NP-P order in English particle constructions is derived
from a complex V D-structure by virtue of a ruLe of particle
movement that raises the P to a position under Vl, then that
rul-e will make legitimate doubLe object constructions with verbs
such as hand dovrn. The contrast bet\.¡een (I6a) and (t6b) is thus
accounted for by the c-command conditlon on theta-role assign-
ment, plus the existence of a particle movement rute that raises
the particle into a position where it c-cornmands the first object.
This analysi-s predicts that if a language had complex (particle)
verb constructions, but did not have a particle movement ru1e,
then there would be no sentences such as (15b) and (16b), since
there woul-d be no way to make the S-structure conform to the
c-command condition. Swedish appears to fit this prediction.
It does not have particle movement, and, as far as I can tell
from questioning my informants, it rloes not have double object
constructions with particle verbs.I3

The analysis of the middle placement of the particle in double
NP constructions given here is intuitively most plausible where
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the relation between the particle and the NP to which it puta-
tively assigns a thematic role is fairly transparent (so, for
example, (16b) has the paraphrase rJohn handed the tools down

to Bill-', where rdown to Billt can have PP status (rIt was do\rn
to Bill John handed the tools') ) . It can be counted as a mark
in favor of this approach that the middle position preference may

be relaxed where the meaning of the verb plus particle is relat-
ively non-compositional, and it is less plausibte that the part-
icle assigns a thematic role independently of the verb. This
relationship between how close-knit the verb and particle are
and placement of the particle was noted by Bolinger (1971, p.
L79), who finds the following sentences equally acceptable,

29.a Pack your brother up a nice lunch
b Pack up your brothei a nice lunch.14

Kayners fourth argument conóerns idiom chunks and there in sent-
ences such as those Ln (22). His account is that rightwards
movement of the infinitive from within a sma1l clause creates
a control structure, which is ilJ-egitimate for sentences with
idi-oms and there, since idiom chunks and there are in general
barred from being controllers. An al-ternative account under a

complex V analysis is to posit a tefl-type control structure in
the base for particle verb constructions with infinitivaf com-
plements; the D-structure for (21a) and (22a) will then be,

30. They are trying to make out [John] IPRO to be a ]-iarl
31. They are trying to make out [advantage] IPRO to have ...]

The sentences in (22) can then be ruled out on the same ground
that Kayne excl-udes them (the bar on idiom chunks and there as

controllers), but with an analysis that allows complex verbs.

Kayne notes that idioms and there are better in infinitivaf com-

lements to particle verbs when the particJ-e constructj-on is
pas s ive,

32. ?Advantage was made out to have been taken of them 72
(?)There was made out to be no solution to this problem

a fact that Kayne atrributes to passive having placed the idiom
chunk,/there in a position where it c-commands the subject of the
infinitive, which can then be interpreted as a trace bound by
the subject, rather than as PRO (cf. the structure 22). An al-
ternative is to treat sentences such as those in (32) as raising

article be saidconstructions (cf. the non-p
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tell--type control structures of (30-3I).

Argument [5] concerned wh-movement. To be accounted for is the
fact that (24b), with extraction of second object in a non-part-
íc1e double NP construction is good, but the seemingly same
extraction in (25b) , with a particle construction, is ungrammat-
ical. In the spirit of Fodor (f978), there may be an explanation
of this contrast that is based in processing, rather than in
principles of grammar per se, and which is consistent with a
complex verb anaì-ysis of particl-e verbs. ft is wel-l--attested
that the sentence processor fifLs a wh-phrase into avail_ab1e
positions in the incoming string, on occasion erroneously anti-
cipating the structure of the Vp (see, for example, Fodor 197g,
Stowe J-984). The distinction bet\"reen (24b) anil (25b) can be
accounted for in the fol-lowing way, under a complex verb and
particle movement analysis. In (24b), the word following the
verb han4 is the indirect object John, which wi1l" alert the pro-
cessor to the correct analysis, with the wh-phrase in final pos-
ition; by contrast, in (25b) the verb hand plus down can be in-
tegrated into an ineorrect analysis ('handed which tools downr).
The difference between (24b) and (25b) can thus be accounted for
as a difference in whether the correct analysis can be arrived
at with only one \"¡ord after the verb in hand. The erroneous
analysis for (25b) may be promoted additionalfy by the fact that
the particle down can be taken (incorrectly in the case of (25b))
as signal for cfosure of the verb phrase.

To summarize this section, for almost all of Kayne's arguments
against a complex verb analysis, it 1s possible to propose an
al-ternative analysis of the facts that is consistent with a com-
pì.ex verb account that conforms to the X-bar theory of word
structure sketched above. In the case of the distribution of
inflectional morphemes, the anal.ysis depended on the head-modif-
ier account of complex V structure suggested in section D. In
the case of the order of constituents in dative particle const-
ructions, our analysis depended on the existence of a particle
movement rule, and makes the prediction that languages that differ
in the presence vs. absence of such a rul-e will- differ in the
possibility of particle constructions with double objects; the
facts of English vs, Swedish appear to support this prediction.
Positing different structures to those of Kayne for infinitival
compfements to particLe verbs allowed the control facts with
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respect to idioms and there to be accounted for. Wh-extraction
facts were gíven a processing account. The right argument was

not neatly dealt with, in that allowing particles to have spec-

ifier structure in verb particle constructions but not compounds

requi-res some relaxing of the condition that constituents of
words are categories at bar fevel- 0 ot ro*"t.15

F. CONCLUSION

Having gone to some pains to reply to the arguments of detractors
of a compJ-ex verb analysis for particle constructions in both
Swedish and Engfish, I should add that that is afl that I have

done. The fact that objections to a complex verb analysis can

be answerèd. does not mean that the complex verb analysis is at
present strongly motivated in comparison wíth its competitors-

For example, an apparent virtue of the anafysis above. where

Englísh and Sv¡edish differ in the existence of a particl-e move-

ment rule that raises the particle to a position where it
c-commands the first object is that it allo$/s an account of why

Swedish l-acks particle double object constructions. Hohtever, it
appears that this ]-ack is conìmon to Norwegian and Danish a.lso,

languages which, like English, have particl-es follovring the
object (obl-igatoril-y in tbe case of oanish).16 Possibly par-
ticles that follov¡ the object in languages that do not have

doubl-e NP particle constructions are restricted in their mean-

ing and/or by Ínterpretive rules in such a way that they can-

not legitimize the doubl-e object construction.lT v'Ihether this
is in fact the case, or \^ihether the absence of double object
particle constructions in Scandinavian languages is merely a

]ínguistic happenstance, seems an interesting question to

pursue.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Ejerhed (n.d.) uses the term compound stress to refer tothe pattern of stressing on the particle. The rule that assignsstress to the particle may not in fact be.part of the systemof rules for stressing compound words in Swedish (below it issuggested that verb plus particle constructions are complexwords.but not compounds, as defined in a recent study oi com_pounding). The stressing operation involved is more'plausiblyone that unifies a syntactic anð,/or semantic unit witÀ end_stress, and which is responsible also for the stressing of thepreposition in constructions such as (2), below (see Añward
and l,inell 1976, Ejerhed 1979, h.d. for discussion of a rangeof pertinent data; Rischer- 1993 discusses simirar phenomená inDanish).

2, The following spatial prepositions
tic alternation i1l-ustrated iñ (2-3) :(under) ; över (over); på (on) ; framför
(between) .

permit the type
bakom (behind);

(i-n front of ) ;

of seman-
under
emellan

3. The speaker T have questioned in most detail in some casesf1!9= gapping of the verb aLone acceptable to some degree, inaddition to gapping of both the verb and the particlei For ex-ample, her judgements \^rere as indicated on thã following sentences:
ia Per bröt av grenen och Kalle bröt av kvisten

'Per b!:oke off the branch and Kall_e broke off the twig'b OK Per bröt av grenen och Kalle q g kvisten
c ?/* Per bröt av grenen och Kalle I av kvisten

It is not clear what status should be assigned to examples suchas (c) . ol". possibility is that in some cãses a speakèr may com-pute (permit) a prepositional analysis as r^¡e11 as ã particlã
analysis for the string, resulting in a degree of acãeptabiìityfor the (c) type sentences.

4. Passivization is afso a potential test of the distinction
between (f) and (2-3) on the assumption that direct but notprepositional objects.in Swedish may passivize (cf. Maling
and Zaenen 1985, section 4). I have. not checked many exañtples,l¡ut it appears particle constructions (defined as such bythe gapping test) aflo\,r passivization and sentences of tlpe(2), like sentences of^type (3), do not freely passivize','except
with the preposition på in passj_ves with the veib b1iva,
ia. Katten sprá.,g pã elefante., 

-
'The cat ran on,top of the elephant'

b. Katten språng på elefantenrThe cat bumped into the elephantt
c. Elefanten blev påsprungen av kattenrThe elephant was burnped i-nto by the catr

(Gapping of the preposition for conjoined sentences with
springa pd is rejected by everyone I have queried, with as wellãs wïEñõüË stress on the prepoÀition).
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5. Ejerhed (1919, n.d.) mentions some other points that poten-
tia1ly bear on the syntactic analysis of particle const.ructions,
none of which is conclusive, as she notes. She argues against
a richer analysis of the internaf sttucture of particÌe construc-
tions (in which the verb contains a VP j.n its internaf struc-
ture, as suggested by Ànward and Linell l-976) on the ground that
verb particle constructions show no examples of afternation be-
tween compound stress (destressing to the l-eft) and stress on
both constitutents, paralfel to contrasts found for lexica.lized
vs. non-lexicaÌized noun phrases,

vTta Húset 'the white House' vs.
det vlta hrlset 'the white house'

6. Ejerhed (1979, n.d, ) makes this point with examples such as
få se ('catch sight of'). The sentence'Per fick se flickan',
w'ith stress on se, has the structure IPer fick Ise f-lickan]1.

7. Another alternative is that the in-.Iocation reading is assoc-
iated v¿ith a PP at a higher V-bar leve.l- than that of a PP with
the towards location reading, with a correspondingl-y greater
freedom to prepose in the in-location case. That would allow a
structural basis for the assignment of stress and thematic rofe
(section C, befow).

8. À further difference not discussed here is incorporatíon of
the particle to the feft of the verb in participial forms in
Swed ish.

9. Numbers to the right are numbels from Kayne's article

l-0. This díscussioncoversonly the points Kayne makes against
a compl-ex V ana.l-ysis (p. L25*L21 ). and is not a complete alter-
native to his account of particle constructions (see footnote
L5 for some discussion of points not covered in this section).

11. A different tack wou.ld be to derive examples such as (26)
v/ith right plus particl-e in end-position, extraposition of NP

accounting for the surface order of (26). Kayne notes such
exampJ-es are improved $¡ith a more compÌex object (Kayners
example, p. L27, 'John fooked right up the information I had
asked for'), consistent with the general ease of extraposition
of 'heavy' NPs. This suggests a general var.iant on the analysis
beJ-ow (where particle movement raises a particle to the right of
the object), in terms of intraposition and incorporation of the
particle as part of the complex verb.

L2. The approach here is similar to that in Liebêr's 1983 anal-
ysis of compound formation in EngÌish. Possibly c-command as
a condítion on thematic role assignment for syntacticaÌ.Iy real-
ized arguments wiÌf generalize constraints on compounds and
particfe constructions (Lieber (p. 255 , fn. 6 ) l-eaves the fatter
out of her ana.l-ysis), but I have not worked this through in detail.

13. The verbs ta på ('put on') and ta av ('take off) are excep-
tions to this statement,

i. Jan tog på henne skorna
'Jan put on her the shoes I
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14. Kayne (p, 126) emphasizes that he is concerned with syntac-
tic deviance of the V P NP NP sequence: "The cfalm is that
there are no such combinations, even idiomatic, that r^/oul_d make
Isuch sentences] acceptablê to all, or even most, speakers",
My approach differs somewhat in taking the semanticaffy trans-
parent cases as at the root of the ordering restrictj-on, rrith
the imp.lication that the deviance of idiomatic V p Np Np se-
quences for many speakers is due to some k.ind of influence of
the clear cases on judgements of the j_diomatic cases.

15. The Eeneral- aim of Kayne's analysis is to demonstrate that
the grammar of particles w.il-.I fol-fow from the small- cLause analy-
sis in interaction with general principles of gramar, and the
viability of a comp.lex V/particle movement analysis will depend
not just on whether Kayne's arguments against a complex V anaLy-
sis can be answered, but on how the totaÌ data covered by Kaynets
analysis can be accounted for. There Ís not space here to
detai]. all of Kayne's arguments. Among the arguments he gives
in favor cf a sma.ll clause approach to part.ic.les is that it
alfows a prlncipled account of the similar behavior of V NP Adj
and V NP P sequences ln nominal-izations (*'John's consideration
of Fred honest'; *'John's cal-ling of Bill up') and of extraction
facts not dealt wlth in section E (particufarfy, the ungramnati-
caÌity of extraction of the object of a prepositional comp.l-e-
ment to NP before a particle (*'Who has the cofd weather worn
the sister of out?') and of the first object in doub.Ie Np con-
structions (*?"Who shou.Id we hand (down) the tools'), both of
which involvc cxtraction from within a left-t¡ranch on Kayne's
analysls (pp. 103 and 117-118). One drawback of Kayne's anal,ysis
is that verb-like aspects of the behavior of V--P sequences (the
posslt¡il-ity of being followed by an NP and other compLement types
(p. 107-8 and 128)) and the possib.ility of nominatizatj-on with
the particÌe in imediate post-vetbal posit.ion ('John,s ca.J-ling
up of Bill') require introduction of a specj-al mechanlsm of theta
role-percolation to distinguish particle and adjectival- smal1
cÌauses (p. 128-130). capping is not discussed in Kayne's artj--
c1e, and it is a point in favor of a non-sma.l-l ctause analysis
that Kayne's analysis, in which the particle and NP comprise an
imediate constituent of a projection of V, incorrectly predicts
gapping of a verb plus particle (exampfe 9b in the text) to be
ungramaticaf .

16. I have not checked this for predicative constructj-ons in
Danish. Herslund (n.d.) notes the absence of doubte NP
part.ic1e datives in Danlsh, with the exceptlon (fn
tilbage ('give back'),

í. De gav ham hans penge til-bage
'They gave him his money backl

8) of give

observing that this use of tilbage
other doubÌe-object taking verbs.
ments ge (NP) (NP) til-fbaka
a.I construction in Swedish.
fact that back in English is
two objects, unlike particles

does not freely extend to
From my informants' judge-

is a similarfy restricted exception-
(See also Kayne J-985, p. L20 on the
acceptable in final- position after

such as down ) .
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l-7. The sane structural position may be -Eore restricted in inter-
pretation in one language than anothêr. Åfarti (1985) argues end-
pJ-aced particles in Norwegian participate in a causative rule sys-
tem. The fotlowing examples il-l-ustrate that enal-placed particles
in Englísh also occupy a position associated wj-th result or cause.
In (ia) s\^reaty may have a result interpretation; in (ib,c) sweaty
may only-Eãî-e a piedicative j-nterpretation (with respect to-ãiEñãr
John or the pigs),

ia, John drove the pigs sweaty
b. ?John drove in the pigs sweaty
c. John drove the pigs in sweaty

It is not plain to me whether the preference for middle position
of the particle in adjectival constructions (noted by Jackendoff
3:977 , p. 67) has the same source as the preference for middle
positiãn in double NP constructions. One possibility concerning
Lhe deviance of semantically transparent examples such as (ib)
is that there is a tendency to misconstrue the final adjective
as a result, which will be inadmissible since result is preempted
by the particl-e.
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